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In the published article, there was an error. Algorithm 2: alo should be alatp.
A correction has been made to 3 Approach, 3.2 Decision making. This sentence

previously stated:
“πθ(s) � (atv, alatd, alond, alo).”
The corrected sentence appears below:
“πθ(s) � (atv, alatd, alond, alatp).”
In the published article, there was an error. Algorithm 2: alo should be alatp.
A correction has been made to 3 Approach, 3.2 Decision making. This sentence

previously stated:
“t � generate_traj(s, atv, alatd, alond, alo).”
The corrected sentence appears below:
“t � generate_traj(s, atv, alatd, alond, alatp).”
A correction has been made to 4 MDP Formalization, 4.3 Reward. This sentence

previously stated:
“For the first objective, not causing collisions and remaining within the road boundaries,

we define an indicator indf signaling when the agent has failed in the following way:”
The corrected sentence appears below:
“For the first objective, not causing collisions and remaining within the road boundaries,

we define an indicator f signaling when the agent has failed in the following way:”
A correction has been made to 4 MDP Formalization, 4.3 Reward. This equation

previously stated:

indf � 1, if the agent has failed
0, otherwise

{ (1)

The corrected equation appears below:
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f � 1, if the agent has failed
0, otherwise

{ (1)

A correction has been made to 4 MDP Formalization,
4.3 Reward. This equation previously stated:

indv � 1, vlon < vdes
0, otherwise

{ (3)

The corrected equation appears below:

vs � 1, vlon < vdes
0, otherwise

{ (3)

A correction has been made to 4 MDP formalization,
4.3 Reward. This equation previously stated:

r s, a( ) � indf −0.5( ) + 1 − indf( ) indv 1 − δv/vdes( ) + 1 − indv( )[
+indjlon pjlon sqjlon a( )/jmax

lon( )( ) + 1 − indjlon( ) pjlon( )
+indjlat pjlat sqjlat a( )/jmax

lat( )( ) + 1 − indjlat( ) pjlat( )]
(7)

The corrected equation appears below:

r s, a( ) � f −0.5( ) + 1 − f( ) vs 1 − δv/vdes( ) + 1 − vs( )[
+indjlon pjlon sqjlon a( )/jmax

lon( )( ) + 1 − indjlon( ) pjlon( )
+indjlat pjlat sqjlat a( )/jmax

lat( )( ) + 1 − indjlat( ) pjlat( )]
(7)

A correction has been made to 6 Experiments and results,
6.3 Smoothness analysis. This equation previously stated:

r s, a( ) � f −0.5( ) + 1 − f( ) vs 1 − δvel/vdes( ) + 1 − vs( )[
+js jrw −jcost a( )/jubcost( )( ) + 1 − js( ) −jrw( )] (8)

The corrected equation appears below:

r s, a( ) � f −0.5( ) + 1 − f( ) vs 1 − δv/vdes( ) + 1 − vs( )[
+js jrw −jcost a( )/jubcost( )( ) + 1 − js( ) −jrw( )] (8)

A correction has been made to 6 Experiments and results,
6.3 Smoothness analysis. This sentence previously stated:

“The results indicate that the best performance in terms of jerk is
yielded when the reward function from Eq. 8 is used and when jw is
assigned a value around 2. However, is important to note that the
performance is not very sensitive to the value chosen for jw and
performs similarly well in a range of values. It is interesting to note
that when the value for jw is too low, e.g., 0.5, the agent deems the

jerk-related reward component less significant which results in
higher jerk values.”

The corrected sentence appears below:
“The results indicate that the best performance in terms of jerk is

yielded when the reward function from Eq. 8 is used and when jrw is
assigned a value around 2. However, is important to note that the
performance is not very sensitive to the value chosen for jrw and
performs similarly well in a range of values. It is interesting to note
that when the value for jrw is too low, e.g., 0.5, the agent deems the
jerk-related reward component less significant which results in
higher jerk values.”

A correction has been made to Appendix, Trajectory generation
details. This equation previously stated:

trajlonp � b0 + b1t + b2t
2 + b3t

3 + b4t
4

where t � 0.0, dt, 2dt, . . . , alonpdt{ } (A1)

The corrected equation appears below:

trajlonp � b0 + b1t + b2t
2 + b3t

3 + b4t
4

where t � 0.0, dt, 2dt, . . . , alond{ } (A1)

A correction has been made to Appendix, Trajectory generation
details. This equation previously stated:

trajlatp � c0 + c1t + c2t
2 + c3t

3 + c4t
4 + c5t

5

where t � 0.0, dt, 2dt, . . . , alatpdt{ } (A2)

The corrected equation appears below:

trajlatp � c0 + c1t + c2t
2 + c3t

3 + c4t
4 + c5t

5

where t � 0.0, dt, 2dt, . . . , alatd{ } (A2)

The authors apologize for these errors and state that this does
not change the scientific conclusions of the article in any way. The
original article has been updated.
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